Two different structures meet on the Göteborg donation land 1866 – c. 1920: GIS and historical morphological analysis explore the transformations
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Introduction

This paper aims to clarify the main causes for the transformations of the town pattern and the variations of inertness for the elements of the urban network by using GIS combined with historical morphological analysis. The empirical basis for the analyses requires a description of the special phenomenon landerier* which were gradually leased out on Göteborg’s so-called donation land. (Fig. 1.)

* Landeri, plural landerier: a leasehold agricultural property on the donation land of the town, often with a manor house built on the plot.
Historical background

Göteborg was founded in 1621. Outside the inner town the burghers of the town had a big land area to their common disposal, the donation land. This area is examined with surfaces, boundaries and points in historical map-overlays (i.e. varying layers on top of historical maps) through almost 300 years. Immediately after the town foundation the donation land was divided into small plots, landerier, which were leased out.

In the beginning the landerier consisted only of agricultural areas but gradually buildings were built. Small gardens were laid out as well and the plots increasingly cultivated. The economic prosperity of the town, especially during the 1700s, also furthered the development of the landerier which became lavish with manor houses (inhabited only during the summer), expensive gardens and parks. Many landerier acquired names. On the landerier were also built places to live for workers and servants, store houses, outhouses, warehouses, and sometimes even buildings containing small industries. During the last period of existence of the landerier most of them appear to have been used for the purposes of representation and recreation. In the 1860s as many as 50 landeri units were furnished with a large manor-house. (Fig. 2.)

The landerier were gradually firmly established not only on the donation land but also in the minds of the townspeople as being much sought after. The leasing of landerier by the upper classes became an established and matter-of-course phenomenon. For a long time practically all landeri possessors were also on the board of town governors. The donation land, covered with the landerier, had in the 1860s developed a stable pattern. (Fig. 3.)
Need for expansion

Göteborg during the industrial revolution was a town growing rapidly in every respect. Industrial workers and others moving into town had difficulties finding accommodation. The pressing demand for expansion on the donation land outside the fully built inner town made town planning urgent. In order to make construction possible on donation land redemption of the landerier one by one was initiated in the 1860s, a process that took more than 50 years to conclude.

Following a competition, the first major town plan was decided in the 1860s and construction began according to the plan. Further plans soon followed, but these were smaller and detailed and added no changes to the large picture. In the beginning of the 1900s a second major plan, also the result of a competition, was decided. The purpose of this one was to connect completed construction with new areas to be built up. Around 1920 the donation land was almost totally planned and all the landerier had gradually gone back into the town’s possession.
To accommodate the land outside the town centre to a large and comprehensive pattern of expansion also other measures were taken but town planning and the redemption of landerier: new infrastructure, formation of new, so-called rotar, new regulations and incorporation of neighbouring areas.

**The meeting of two different structures**

The town expansion meant that two completely different structures met on the donation land – the landerier and the new town plans. When the plans were put into practice they influenced and claimed the landeri areas with their established structure, a sub-urban pattern. But the landerier also affected the design of plans and the expansion. A number of examples show the meeting between these structures, focused on the years 1860–1920. The interaction between these reciprocal developments is examined not only by using GIS in historical map-overlays but also by using morphological theories. A universal morphological system, in which the city is regarded as a network, has been used. This system, consisting of elements, arranged in a chosen structure according to the available means and possibilities, has been applied to the examples.

To begin with town planning complied rather much with existing conditions and would e.g. allow at least most of the manor-houses to remain. The first plan included a park to be placed like a girdle south of the Nya allén avenue, and blocks of parks to intermediate between that park and the residential quarters south of there. Almost all of the small landerier in this area was torn down and replaced by new blocks. However a few landerier were allowed to remain – the ones of well-to-do leaseholders, which had an effect on construction. In spite that these manor houses were torn down later (except for one) they have pointed out the direction for the continuing building out. The plan was changed with respect to the main roads south, and the Gamla allén avenue was allowed to remain, contrary to plan. A parallell boulevard, the Kungsportsavenyn, was layed out and thereby
providing the inner city with two streets of entrance. According to the plan a few streets would run across the *Heden* drill-ground. But the field was left intact, and so it is, still today. Orthogonal blocks were planned south of the *Fattighusån* stream, and the streets were also planned to be straight. But despite all planning the winding road east, the *Levgrens väg*, remained. (Fig. 4.)

North of the *Fattighusån* stream the *landerier* were fitted in to the ideal of the time, when the small *landeri* units were to determine the shape and position of some boulevards converging into a star square, named *Odinsplatsen*.

*Landeri* entry roads and roads connecting the *landerier* were to effect the situation in many places, for example in the *Stampen* quarter where two streets make an extra curve due to the *landerier* once situated there.

Further two examples are the *Västergatan* street near the *landeri* Anneberg which follows along a previous *landeri* boundary in the same manner as does the *Karl Gustavsgatan* street up to the *Kapellplatsen* square. (Fig. 5.)

Parts of the old *Kalfgatan* street remained along the future *Vasaplatsten* square, where also the *landerier* in the area preponderated over planning and construction. (Fig. 6, left.)

Albert Lilienberg was the planner of the areas, as well as *landerier* Gamlestad and Kristinedal-Bagaregården in the 1910s. These were situated on the land north of the *Säveån* stream. Lilienberg’s guiding principle for planning was to accommodate to the prevailing situation and make use of existing elements to accomplish the structure he wanted. (Fig. 6, right.)

The same principle was also applied to Lilienberg’s planning of the areas southwards, where the western entry road, the *Eklandagatan* street, would curve at the *landeri* Carlsberg. The Carlsberg manor house was torn down but its park kept as a whole. For these south areas detailed plans followed until the turn of the century.
These examples build up to the conclusion that the meeting between the structure of building according to new plans and the landeri structure was a process characterized by influences working in both directions. Material factors as well as immaterial ones had a decisive role in particular cases. The meeting also had as a consequence that an urban layer came into existence, which replaced a more rurally characterized layer.

**Elements of the urban pattern and their durability**

The morphological approach has enabled a system analysis, which indicates a structure of constituent elements informing building patterns, and identifies factors that still today can be identified. Forms from older, urban systems will always partly remain and play a role in the newer system.

When the plans for Göteborg were designed existing structures were sometimes regarded, sometimes not; predicting from case to case appears impossible. A city is only partly the product of what is deliberately planned.

Incessantly there are unplanned, actual, contemporaneous processes – which might be denominated spontaneous – taking place. Some of these will be of influence in the long run and the accomplished structure is a result also of such circumstances.

Some factors are more durable than others, however. Some types of elements are obviously more disposed to remain.

The boundaries of the landeri were surprisingly stable and could remain unaltered even though the unit wasn’t furnished with a manor house. In addition to material structures, immaterial ones like legislation and political and economic power, for example influential landeri leaseholders, have also influenced the configuration of the town.
Fig. 7. The pictures above show the resistance of the roads in Göteborg. From left to right: The oldest net of roads has been laysed upon map from 1696. Thereafter the same net of roads has been laid upon a map from 1809. Finally the same net of roads has been laid upon layers from the Göteborg’s municipality map database showing buildings and roads of today [1990]. Analytical pictures made by the author.

The ideal of the time contained an aspiration for what was in order and representative. Sometimes the ideals happened to correspond with the prevailing land use. The disposition and ability of urban planners to adapt to existing structures have also influenced the accomplished town pattern. (Fig. 6, right).

Streets and roads are two of the elements that the town consists of when you look upon the town as a whole, as an urban net. Streets and roads seem to be highly resistant to change and thus tend to remain longer than most other elements. (Fig. 7.)

Apart from buildings and roads the landeri areas roomed fields, garden plots, parks, tree avenues, herb gardens and so on. All of these made their imprints as well and traces are often possible to discover today.

A landeri could remain a coherent unit may in part be attributed to chance but also to topography. Already the old, rural system of possession boundaries from which the urbanization process began was very often structured by nature factors.

The structure of domains hold a decisive importance to what can be built and in which turn this can be done. The delay of an intended development due to privately owned areas is shown in an example from the Jönköping town. (Fig. 8, right.)

The different elements of the urban network vary in durability. These variations are clear from comparisons with other towns, and even outside Sweden. (Fig. 8, top.)

**Conclusions and reflections**

Since the landerier in Göteborg were situated on donation land which could only be leasehold, the conditions for building on this land differed from other types of land, like crown land, town land which was not donation land, or privately owned land. It should perhaps be mentioned here that land in most Swedish towns was made up of several legal categories in
Fig. 8. Top left: A new road forced on when drawn out over rural plots for the Avenue du Maine (Paris). The street was designed by the duke of Maine, extramarital son of Ludvig XIV, with the intention to make a quick connection between his house in Paris with his palace in Sceaux. Top middle: Existing conditions in the same Paris area in 1980. Above: Bö estate in the Örgryte parish, incorporated with Göteborg in 1922: Boundaries of rural plots that still today exist. Top right: Part of the Jönköping town plan 1877. Underneath the same part in 1907, after thirty years of building. Grey coloured pieces denote the three biggest privately owned estates.

terms of ownership. The fact that land property of the town of Göteborg was exclusively donation land made the situation there unusually clear.

I have shown that the landerier were of a special kind and that they turned out to be of certain durability when building according to new town plans was to replace them. The inertia of the landerier seems to lie somewhere between "owned" respectively “rented” properties.

There is a possibility to study the landerier from yet another viewpoint. If you look upon the donation land as the bigger and topographically perceived units they make, then one such unit would contain a number of landerier. Those units, e.g. delimited by streams, roads and mountain ridges, would perhaps hold a durability level in accordance with big landed properties/farming estates. (Fig. 8, bottom left).

From this morphological analysis I discuss the factors that have affected the urban pattern and general morphological aspects of the development of lands as well as street
grids of towns. The originality is my use of GIS for illustrating the historic changes, and the innovation is that I combine the historical map-overlays with morphological theories. This is a tool to deepen the analysis of transformations of urban patterns over time and thereby contribute to cartography development.

But did the conditions of the donation land in Göteborg result in a structure which was even more durable than such structure which is a result of a mixture of different kinds of land? Were the landerier more durable than common farms? By the town expansion the donation land was undoubtedly rather inert. But to what extent? Is the Göteborg donation land with its landerier holding a unique position in Sweden? Had this donation land as a result a structure, considerably more constant, than the structure you expect to find elsewhere – even outside Sweden? – These questions still remain to be answered.
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